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Abstract: The thermal treatment of amorphous alloys results in change in their properties 

due to structural relaxation and crystallization. Laser irradiation permits very high control 

in site-specific thermal treatment of material. The present study was aimed at 

investigating structural relaxation and resulting change in mechanical properties of Fe-Si-

B amorphous ribbon under laser irradiation. The alloy was irradiated by a continuous 

wave Nd:YAG laser. Three different scanning speeds (500, 600, and 700 mm/s) were 

chosen with constant laser power at 100 W. No crystallization was observed from 

microstructural and XRD analyses. Thermal simulation revealed that the maximum 

temperature was 357 °C, which was below crystallization temperature of the alloy. DSC 

analysis revealed structural relaxation for all the scanning speeds. Thermal embrittlement, 

microhardness and structural distortion were measured and related with relaxation and 

laser scanning speed. Reduction in fracture stress and strain were more than 50% for 500 

mm/s. Microhardness was increased by 4-5%. Structural distortion was enhanced at 

lower laser scanning speed. Thermal stress was found to be tensile in nature at the middle 

of the irradiated area and as high as 350 MPa. Since there was no other than thermal load 

acting on the material during irradiation, it seems that the thermal stress was responsible 

for the structural distortion.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1. Amorphous alloy 

Over the last 5 decades, amorphous alloys have been a topic of great interest, mainly due to their 

improved properties compared to conventional alloys. Amorphous alloys possess better tensile 

strength, corrosion resistance, wear resistance and hardness than crystalline alloys [1-4]. Absence 

of grain boundaries is the main characteristic of the amorphous alloy, which distinguishes it from 

its crystalline counterparts. In a conventional casting method, liquid melt starts to solidify with 

the presence of nuclei or external surfaces such as mold wall [5]. Each nucleus starts to solidify as 

a single crystal. When two such single crystals meet each other with sufficient misorientation, 

grain boundary is formed. These grain boundaries are known as line defects in the microstructure. 

Grain boundaries are avoided in amorphous alloys by rapid solidification. In this process, the 

liquid melt is solidified at a cooling rate fast enough to retain the same random molecular 

structure it has in liquid form. Therefore, disordered atomic structure is the unique feature of 

amorphous alloys which makes it an attractive metallic system for many applications where 

hardness, strength, corrosion resistance, magnetic property and even aesthetic property [6-13] are 

concerned.  
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1.2. Glass forming ability 

Formation of glass forming ability is dictated by the following parameters [14-16]: 

1. Critical cooling rate 

2. Number of components in the alloy system 

3. Atomic size difference among the components 

4. Temperature difference between Glass transition and Crystallization 

 

Klement et al first introduced a solidification process fast enough to prevent the 

formation of crystals [17]. In their experiment, amorphous structure was formed by injecting a 

droplet of liquid melt in to a liquid quenching bath. But this process restricted the size of the 

alloy. In addition, critical cooling rate is a dominant factor in preparing amorphous alloy, which 

was very high in this process. The cooling rate was in the order of 10
6
 K/s. It is difficult to 

maintain this rate in a practical scenario where bulk production is one of the key concerns. 

Introducing multicomponent alloy systems can reduce the critical cooling rate required to retain 

amorphous structure.  

Glass forming ability is obtained in the condition of low free energy for the 

transformation of liquid to its crystalline phase [15]. Free energy (∆G) is given by the equation 

ΔG = ΔHf - TΔSf where ΔHf, T and ΔSf are defined as enthalpy of fusion, temperature, and 

entropy of fusion respectively. Low ΔG occurs when ΔHf is low and large ΔSf. ΔSf is 

proportional to the number of microscopic states. So, large ΔSf is expected in multicomponent 

systems. ΔHf decreases with the increase in the degree of dense random packing, which is 

favorable in multicomponent systems. So, multicomponent systems containing more than three 

elements favor the formation of amorphous structure. Critical cooling rate tends to decrease with 

increase in ΔTx [18, 19]. ΔTx is defined as the difference between glass transition temperature and 
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crystallization temperature. Difference in atomic size among the components in an alloy also 

facilitates glass formation. Atomic size ratio of about 10% among the components results in 

dense packing structure and large liquid/solid interfacial energy, which are essential for 

amorphous structure formation [15]. 

1.3. Stability of glassy structure 

Metallic glasses have metastable structure [20]. Due to vitrification, amorphous structure has 

slightly lesser density than its crystalline state of a particular alloy system. As a result, 

interatomic distance in an amorphous structure is slightly larger, resulting in free volume which 

allows the atoms to rearrange among themselves under the influence of external force such as 

thermal annealing. It leads towards the equilibrium state through crystal formation. If the 

annealing temperature stays below crystallization temperature, the atomic movement is not 

sufficient enough to form crystals, but leads toward short range ordering. This phenomenon is 

known as structural relaxation. These may cause changes in their physical, mechanical, and 

chemical properties [21-24]. 
 
In some cases, it causes undesired change in their properties, such as 

embrittlement [25, 26], which restricts their application. But careful thermal treatment can change 

the properties to a desired level. Poor ductility has been a limitation to amorphous structure, and 

often causes catastrophic failure. Plastic flow in amorphous structure is localized into shear bands 

[27-29]. Introducing nano precipitates into amorphous structure facilitate plastic flow, hence 

improving ductility.  Some previous works [30-32] showed that ferromagnetic metallic glasses 

exhibit excellent soft magnetic properties in structurally relaxed and partially crystallized states. 

These make thermal treatment of amorphous structure a topic of great interest in present days. 

1.4. Laser for thermal treatment of amorphous alloys 

Laser is the abbreviation of Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. It is a 

coherent, convergent and monochromatic beam of electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths 
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ranging from ultraviolet to infrared. Because of the directional nature of the laser beam, it can be 

focused on a very small area, even at longer distances. Highly directional beams are known as 

highly collimated beams. The degree of collimation is directly related with the beam divergence 

angles [33]. Lasers have a wide area of application in the fields of engineering, medicine, and 

electronics [34-37]. Lasers are generally classified into four types based on the physical nature of 

the active medium used: solid-state lasers, gas lasers, semiconductor lasers, and dye lasers. Based 

on the output of the laser, it can be classified as continuous or periodic. In continuous beam 

operation, constant laser energy is discharged. In pulsed mode of operation, the energy is applied 

for a specific time and then switched off.  

Thermal treatment of amorphous structure is carried out through furnace heating. Griner 

et al showed that the structure and properties of Fe78Si9B13 amorphous ribbon changed through the 

relaxation process achieved by furnace heating [20]. They reported change in tensile strength for 

relaxed ribbon, which increased initially but later decreased due to short range ordering of atoms. 

One of the major disadvantages of furnace heating is that the location of crystal formation cannot 

be controlled, which can be overcome if laser processing is introduced. It has been a popular 

method for thermal treatment of alloys for its non-contact process and superior control over 

process parameter for precise and concentrated heating [38-40]. Rapid cooling rate is another 

advantage of laser which makes it ideal for processing and surface coating of amorphous structure 

[41]. Laser power and scanning speed are the two key process parameters in material processing 

with continuous type laser, whereas pulse energy and pulse frequency are the two key parameters 

for pulsed laser system.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1. Laser processing of amorphous material 

A number of researches have been conducted to report the laser induced crystallization and 

relaxation of amorphous structure. In some works, initiation of defects was reported as a result of 

laser irradiation. Sinke [42] et al reported enhancement of relaxation of a-Si under the influence 

of pulsed-laser irradiation. In their experiment, laser energy density was kept just below the 

threshold of surface melting of the material (0.1 J/cm
2
) with varying number of pulses (pulse 

length was 32 ns). Relaxation was revealed through Raman spectroscopy where shift in the 

Transverse Optic (TO) was observed towards higher wave numbers. Formation of high density 

electron-hole pairs was reported during laser irradiation, which ultimately softened the 

amorphous silicon network and enhanced relaxation. Bond angle distortion in the silicon network 

was found to decrease with increase in the number of pulses during laser irradiation. Although 

temperature rise during laser irradiation was higher than crystallization temperature, no crystal 

formation was detected from Raman spectroscopy. They stated this was due to low nucleation 

rate and growth, unable to form substantial amount of crystallite to get detected. Lanotte [43] 

reported relation between continuous wave laser irradiation and 
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magnetostriction for Fe-based amorphous alloy for 0.5 s irradiation time and three different laser 

powers as 20 W, 40 W and 80 W. Irradiation induced temperature was lower than crystallization 

temperature. Comparing with untreated ribbon, a decrease in permeability was observed under 

tensile force. It was reported that irradiated areas required lesser activation energy because of 

atomic rearrangement. He also reported that irradiation was the reason for local defects and stress 

sites which was activated under tensile load and finally inhibited initial magnetization. Mudry and 

Nykyruy reported structural change of Fe-based amorphous ribbon irradiated by pulsed laser [44]. 

In their experiment, pulse energy was varied from 0.134 mJ to 0.245 mJ with pulse duration of 

130 ns and pulse frequency of 50 Hz. They reported gradual structural change with change in the 

pulse energy, revealed from XRD analysis. It was reported that at lower energy (below 0.245 mJ), 

nucleation and atomic clusters were formed. But both energy and time was not sufficient enough 

for the clusters to arrange into fully defined crystals, ultimately resulted in short range ordering.  

2.2. Laser processing of Fe85-95%Si5-10%B1-5% amorphous alloy 

Fe85-95%Si5-10%B1-5% is a popular metallic glass system used in transformers and motors for its 

extremely low core loss. Dahotre [45-47] et al. conducted a number of experiments where laser 

induced nano crystallization was reported for this system. In all of their works, formation of 

nano-crystals was detected by crystallographic peak observed in the XRD analyses. In one study, 

minimum laser energy for crystallization was reported as 0.17 J/mm
2
, where sample thickness 

was 40 μm. Pulsed laser system was used in that experiment with pulse width and pulse repetition 

rate of about 0.5 ms and 20 Hz respectively. Thermal embrittlement was reported as a result of 

crystallization (for higher laser energy) and structural relaxation (in case of lower laser energy). 

In another work, where continuous wave laser was used, minimum laser energy for crystallization 

was reported as 0.33 J/mm
2
, where sample thickness was 28 μm. Variation in microstructure was 

observed across the laser track. Crystallization in the middle was suppressed by high cooling rate, 

although the temperature in the middle was higher than crystallization temperature during laser 
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irradiation. Even though the edge of the track experienced temperature below crystallization 

temperature, crystal formation was observed from TEM image analysis. This crystal formation 

was reported as a result of thermally induced compressive stress. Shear band was found in the 

compressive region from microstructural analysis. Since shear bands contain homogeneously 

distributed free volume and transformation from amorphous to crystalline phase is diffusion 

controlled, it was believed that stress induced shear band enhanced diffusion for nano-crystal 

formation at the edge of the track.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

 

 

Most of the works on Fe85-95%Si5-10%B1-5% amorphous alloy focused on laser induced 

crystallization and its characterization. Little emphasis had been put on laser induced structural 

relaxation for this type of alloy system so far. Therefore, present study is aimed at laser induced 

structural relaxation on Fe85-95%Si5-10%B1-5% amorphous alloy and corresponding change in its 

mechanical properties. The mentioned alloy was irradiated by continuous wave laser at constant 

laser power with varying laser scanning speeds. Structural relaxation was revealed in Differential 

Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) analysis and correlated with laser scanning speed. Tensile strength, 

microhardness and surface deformation of the irradiated alloys were measured and correlated 

with laser processing parameters and structural relaxation as well. A heat transfer model capable 

of getting temperature profile due to irradiation was developed to assist the experimental 

observations.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 

4.1. Experimental Details 

4.1.1. Laser processing 

Iron-based amorphous ribbons of composition of Fe85-95Si5-10B1-5 (at. %) with thickness of about 

22 μm and width of about 25 mm (Supplier: Metglas Inc.; Product No.: 2605 SA1) were used in 

this investigation for laser surface irradiation. The ribbons were cut into tensile test specimens as 

per ASTM E394-93 standard (Gage length of 2 inch). Emery paper of 240 grit size was used as 

the grip section of the specimen. One surface of these tensile samples was then irradiated with an 

IPG YLS-3000 fiber laser operated with 1.064 μm wavelength in continuous wave (CW) mode. 

The laser beam had a TEM00 energy profile (Gaussian distribution). The laser was scanned with 

three different laser scanning speeds, 500, 600 and 700 mm/s at a laser power of 100 W. The laser 

spot diameter was maintained at 0.6 mm. The distance between two parallel laser tracks was 

maintained at 3 mm. A schematic of the laser processing is shown in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 1: Schematic of laser processing
 

 

4.1.2. Tensile test and microstructural analysis 

After laser irradiation, the samples were tested for tensile properties at room temperature (Make: 

Instron; Model: 5582, illustrated in Fig. 2). The extension rate was maintained at 0.1 in/min for 

all cases. Slippage between grip section and the samples occurred in some cases during tensile 

tests. The data for unslipped samples was used for analysis and reported here. After the tensile 

tests, SEM images were taken from top surface and fracture surfaces for microstructural analysis 

(Make: JEOL; Model: JXM 6400).  

x and y-axis 

motion control 

Tensile load direction 

Untreated area 
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Figure 2: Tensile test setup used in the experiment 

 

4.1.3. Phase identification 

An X-ray diffractometer (Make: Phillips Norelco; Model: PW 1830) operating with Cu-Kα 

raidiation at a wavelength of 1.5418 Å was used to characterize the structure of the ribbons before 

and after laser irradiation.  

4.1.4. Hardness measurement 

The surface hardness across the laser track was measured using a Vickers microhardness tester 

(Make: Clark; Model: CM-700AT, illustrated in fig 3) with a normal load of 50 g and testing time 

of 15 s. The ribbons were supported on an aluminium plate to prevent pre-bending during 

hardness testing. For each sample, the microhardness was measured over 1.4 mm span. As the 
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width of the laser track was about 0.6 mm, it was made sure that each span of hardness 

measurement covered at least one laser track in the traverse direction.  

 

Figure 3: Hardness test setup used for microhardness measurement 

 

4.1.5. Heat flow analysis 

A differential scanning calorimetry analysis (Make: NETZSCH; Model: STA 449 F3 Jupiter) was 

conducted at a constant heating rate of 20 K/min to characterize characteristic temperatures and 

heat flow during heating for both as-received and laser irradiated ribbons.  

4.1.6. Surface profile measurement 

A 3D non-contact surface profilometer (Make: Nanovea; Model: PS50, illustrated in Fig. 4) was 

used to analyze the surface profile for untreated and laser irradiated samples. For each sample, an 

area of 8 mm × 3 mm was scanned to cover at least three laser tracks. 
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Figure 4: Nanovea optical 3-D profilometer used for measuring surface deformation 

 

4.2. Thermal Analysis  

The temperature distribution in the sample due to laser irradiation was obtained using thermal 

analysis. Comsol Multiphysics finite element analysis was used for the thermal analysis. The 

governing equation corresponding to heat transfer in solid was given by the following equation: 

    
  

  
    

   

     
   

     
   

                                                                              (1) 

Here, ρ, Cp and k are defined as material density, specific heat and thermal conductivity 

respectively. The heat flux function was defined as following: 

    
       

     
  

        

   
  

       

   
  

                                                                        (2) 

Here, P, r, Rc, σx and σy are defined as laser power, spot radius of laser beam, reflectivity 

of the material and standard deviation of laser heat source along x and y axes respectively. x and 
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y give the spatial position of point of interest, x00  and y0 give the position of heat source. Table 1 

summarizes all the laser parameters and material properties used in the simulation. One laser 

track was considered in the simulation, so width of the sample was taken as 3.6 mm. Convective 

and radiation heat loss were also taken into consideration, yet found to be negligible comparing 

with the heat input to the system (Fig. 6). Expression for convective and radiation heat fluxes are 

given by following equation: 

                                                                                                       (3a) 

                    
                                                                                   (3b) 

Table 1: Laser Parameter and material properties used in the thermal simulation [41, 48, 49] 

Name of the parameters Value of the parameters 

Laser power, P 100 W 

Spot radius, r 0.3 mm 

Standard deviation in x-direction, σx 0.1 mm 

Standard deviation in y-direction, σy 0.1 mm 

Length of the sample, L 10 mm 

Width of the sample, W 3.6 mm 

Thickness of the sample, H 22.86 μm 

Reflectivity, Rc 0.64 

Convective heat transfer coefficient, h 2500 W/(m
2
K) 

Emissivity, ε 0.4 

Stefan-Boltzman constant, σ 5.67 x 10
-8  

W/(m
2
K

4
) 
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Here, h, ε and σ are defined as convective heat transfer coefficient, emmisivity and 

Stefan-Boltzman constant respectively. T and T  are denoted as instantaneous and initial 

temperature respectively. Figure 5a shows the schematic diagram used in the simulation. The 

brown block is the sample holder. Blue strip is the sample which is subjected to irradiation. The 

sample holder was made of copper. Since copper is thermally conductive, conduction was 

assumed between the sample and holder. All the remaining surfaces were subjected to convection 

and radiation heat loss. Initial temperature was assumed to be ambient temperature (T ). 

Absorption coefficient of the system was taken as of iron and therefore, the attenuation length 

was found to be 0.0192 μm. Since it is much smaller than the sample thickness, it was believed 

that most of the irradiation and corresponding increase in temperature occurred at surface and 

near surface region. Similar pattern was found in the simulation for temperature distribution along 

the depth (not shown here). The track shown in the blue strip in Fig. 5a along x-axis represents 

the path of heat source. Boundary condition for the laser track was given by following equation: 

  
  

  
                                                                                          (4) 

Since motion of heat source was one dimensional (x-axis), change in the heat source 

position with time was incorporated in the model through the following equation: 

x00 = x0 + Ut                                                                                                          (5) 

x0 is the starting position of heat source when time is zero, U is the scanning speed and t 

is time. Boundary condition for remaining top surface and side surfaces was as follows: 

  
  

  
                                                                                              (6) 

Figure 5b shows the mesh distribution of the system. Triangular mesh elements were 

chosen for the system with a swept style along the thickness. Mesh density for the system other 
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than the laser track was chosen to be lower in order to reduce computational time. To obtain the 

spatial temperature and heat flux profile at the surface, a line parallel to y-axis was chosen at x = 

1.35 mm. Heating and cooling rate, thermal stress at the surface were taken corresponding to a 

point at x = 1.35 mm, y = z = 0.  

 

Figure 5: Model used in the simulation: (a) Schematic diagram, and (b) mesh distribution of 

sample with sample holder. 

 

 

 

 

 

b 
a 
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Figure 6: Heat flux and heat loss due to laser irradiation of the ribbons: (a) Heat flux input for the 

laser irradiated samples, (b) convective heat loss was found to be only in the order of 0.1 % of the 

heat input, and (c) radiation heat loss was only in the order of 1% of convective heat loss.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 

5.1. XRD analysis 

Figure 7 shows XRD patterns for as-received and laser irradiated ribbons. The XRD pattern for 

as-received ribbon shows a broad halo peak at 2θ = 45
°
. No sign of sharp crystallographic peaks 

was observed in the pattern, indicating fully amorphous structure of as-received ribbons. Similar 

patterns exhibiting broad halo peaks were also observed for laser irradiated samples. The 

presence of diffused halo peak for the laser irradiated samples indicated retention of amorphous 

structure in the samples. An increase in intensity of the halo peak was also observed for the 

samples irradiated with all laser scanning speeds. The increase in intensity was minimal for the 

fastest laser scanning speed (700 mm/s). Significant increase in intensity of broad halo peak was 

observed for the samples scanned with slower scanning speeds (500 and 600 mm/s). This increase 

in intensity of the diffused peak for the laser irradiated samples can be associated with improved 

atomic order. It seems that the thermal energy due to laser irradiation initiated atomic movement, 

but the movement was not sufficient enough to form fully defined crystallites. Formation of such 

ordered regions in the amorphous matrix play a significant role in the subsequent crystallization 

process [50]. 
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Figure 7: XRD patterns for as received and irradiated ribbons. 

 

5.2. Microstructural Analysis 

Figure 8 shows the microstructures from the surface for as-received and laser irradiated (scanned 

with 500 mm/s) ribbons. The as-received and laser irradiated samples exhibited similar surface 

microstructure marked by the presence of surface defects typical of melt spinned ribbons. No 

indication of profuse surface crystallization was observed for the laser irradiated samples, 

corroborating the XRD observations that amorphous structure was retained in the laser irradiated 

samples. Various thermo-physical effects that can retain the fully amorphous structure during 

laser interaction with amorphous material are: a) surface ablation, b) surface remelting and 

resolidification and c) surface heating below crystallization temperature. The absorption of laser 

radiation at the surface causes localized heating, resulting in temperature rise. The thermal 

(evaporative) and/or non-thermal (direct solid to vapor) ablation results in removal of material at 

the surface, forming well defined holes or grooves. No such features were observed on the laser 

irradiated samples, ruling out the possibility of surface ablation in the present work. If the surface 
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is heated above the melting point of the material, the subsequent rapid resolidification can retain 

amorphous structure. However, surface recast layer, typical characteristic of resolidification, was 

not observed in the laser irradiated samples. Based on XRD and surface microstructure analysis, 

it seems that the laser irradiation resulted in surface heating below crystallization temperature of 

the amorphous alloy. The thermal analysis (discussed in detail in latter sections) also indicated 

that the peak temperature at the surface reaches about 320-360 °C (depending on laser scanning 

speed) that is well below the crystallization temperature of the alloy. Thus, the retention of 

amorphous structure at the surface of the laser irradiated amorphous ribbons is primarily due to 

laser surface heating below the crystallization temperature of the alloy.  

 

Figure 8: SEM images of the top surface: (a) as-received, and (b) irradiated ribbon 500 mm/s 

speed. 

 

Figure 9 shows the fracture morphology of the as-received amorphous ribbon after tensile 

fracture. The fracture surface revealed river-like pattern with cellular features (indicated in small 

circles) between the river marks. Similar fractures were reported for Fe-Si-B amorphous system 

subjected to tensile load [51, 52]. Two regions were observed at the fracture surface in the 

reported literatures. Periodic striation pattern with finer cells was reported in the first zone (stated 

as mirror zone) while river pattern with larger cells was reported in the second zone. Second 

region was reported as a result of crack branching at very high crack propagation velocity which 

a b 
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appeared at the final stage of failure. Since river pattern with cellular feature was observed in the 

present study, it referred to the second region in the reported literature. The cellular 

microstructure observed in Fig 9 is often referred to as damage cavities or microvoids. Similar 

microstructure was observed not only in Fe-based amorphous system, but also in other 

amorphous structures [53] as well. It was suggested that the appearance of such microvoids did 

not depend on chemical composition, rather depended on amount of free volume and atomic 

density fluctuation at nanometer level. 

  

Figure 9: Fracture surface of as-received ribbon. 

 

Figure 10 and 11 show fracture surface for the laser irradiated ribbons. In all cases, river 

pattern with cellular morphology was observed, which was identical with as-received ribbon. 7b 

shows a clear image of the cellular morphology. Average cell diameter was calculated as 205 nm 

for 700 mm/s, so the approximation taken for as-received ribbon was reasonable. Cell sizes for 

500 and 600 mm/s were also approximated to 200 nm, since magnified images for 500 and 600 

mm/s could not be obtained. 
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Figure 10: Fracture surface of irradiated ribbons: (a) 500 mm/s, and (b) 600 mm/s scanning 

speed 

 

 

Figure 11: Fracture surface of irradiated ribbon: (a) 700 mm/s scanning speed, and (b) a 

magnified version of cellular structure 

 

5.3. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis 

The DSC traces for as-received and laser irradiated (with three scanning speeds) samples are 

presented in Fig. 12. All the heat flow DSC traces showed two depressions, indicating two-stage 

crystallization. The first depression at about 510 °C and the second depression at about 550 °C 

indicate formation of of α-Fe and Fe2B respectively.  

a b 

a b 
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Figure 12: DSC result of as-received and heat treated ribbons. 

 

The area under depression represents enthalpy of crystallization. Table 2 summarizes the 

enthalpy of crystallization and crystallization temperature for as-received and laser irradiated 

samples. It appears that the area under depression for laser irradiated samples differ from the as-

received sample. According to Beukel et al [54], two amorphous alloys with same composition 

will have same area under the peak or depression in DSC plot if the initial free volume for these 

two systems is same. Their investigation included annealing of Pd-based amorphous structure in 

such a way that different samples contain same amount of free volume, although annealing time 

and temperature were different. DSC curve for their samples showed same peaks for all the cases. 

Similar results were observed in Ti-based amorphous structure as well [55]. So, change in area 

under depression among the samples in present work clearly indicates difference in initial free 

volume for laser irradiated sample compared with as-received one. It is a well established fact 

that amorphous ribbon undergoes structural relaxation or crystallization through change in their 

free volume [56]. Upon heating, atomic mobility and rearrangement are enhanced at heating. This 
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finally results in change in their free volume [57]. This indicates that the change in enthalpy is 

associated with crystallization or relaxation for the laser irradiated ribbons. But no well defined 

crystallographic peak was observed from XRD pattern analysis. Therefore, it can be stated that 

the change in enthalpy observed in DSC occurred due to structural relaxation.  

Table 2: Summary of DSC experiment 

Laser 

condition 

First 

crystallization 

temperature (
0
C) 

Enthalpy of first 

crystallization 

(J/g) 

Second 

crystallization 

temperature (
0
C) 

Enthalpy of second 

crystallization (J/g) 

As-received 511 36.54 552 52.64 

500 mm/s 510 32.13 551 46.93 

600 mm/s 510 30.19 548 41.71 

700 mm/s 509 24.95 547 34.74 

 

Change in crystallization enthalpy with laser scanning speed was another result from heat 

flow, summarized in Table 2. In the table, it is evident that enthalpy decreased with increase in 

scanning speed. It is widely known that rate of change of enthalpy (H) is proportional to the rate 

of change of average free volume per atom (vf) [54]. Table 3 shows the trend for thermal energy 

and change in enthalpy with laser scanning speed. Thermal energy for irradiation was calculated 

by the following equation [58]: 

   
 

  
                                                                                                                   (7) 

Here, I is defined as heat energy per unit area, P as laser power, v as scanning speed and 

D as spot diameter. Since all the parameters except laser scanning speed were kept constant 

during laser irradiation, thermal energy was inversely proportional to the scanning speed. From 

Table 3, it is clear that thermal energy decreased and change in enthalpy increased with increase 
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in laser scanning speed. It is based on the fact that thermal energy was lower at higher scanning 

speed, so atomic mobility was expected to be lower. This slower atomic movement or 

rearrangement caused smaller change in total free volume, allowing higher amount of free 

volume available during crystallization. Since change in free volume is proportional to the change 

in enthalpy, change in free volume during crystallization caused higher change in enthalpy for 

sample irradiated with higher scanning speed. This observation can also be explained by Johnson-

Mehl-Avrami equation [59-62], stated as follows: 

                                                                                                                (8) 

where,      
 

  

                                                                                               (9) 

Here, x is defined as volume fraction of transformed crystal, K as reaction rate, K0 as 

frequency factor, t as time, Eg as activation energy, R as gas constant and T as annealing 

temperature at which crystal forms. n is denoted as Avrami constant, associated with 

crystallization mechanism of a particular crystal in a given system. Avrami constant for α-Fe 

formation was reported as 3, which states it's formation is controlled by short range diffusion
 

[46]. Since average free volume per atom was lower at lower laser scanning speed, it made 

diffusion difficult to occur. Therefore, crystallization enthalpy was observed higher at lower laser 

scanning speed.  

Table 3: Trend for thermal energy and change in enthalpy with scanning speed 

Process parameter Thermal energy (J/mm
2
) Change in enthalpy, ∆H (J/g) 

500 mm/s 0.33 4.41 

600 mm/s 0.28 6.35 

700 mm/s 0.24 11.59 
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Shift in crystallization temperature for laser irradiated samples is another observation 

obtained from Table 2 and Fig. 12. Crystallization temperature decreased with increase in laser 

scanning speed. Shift in crystallization temperature is associated with shift in activation energy 

[57]. Liu et al. calculated activation energy for α-Fe and Fe2B by Kissinger method and reported 

as 260 kJ/mol and 308 kJ/mol respectively [63]. In another study, Mehta et al. showed decrease 

in activation energy for ion irradiated Fe-based amorphous ribbon [64]. They reported this 

decrease in activation energy was due to an increase in the density of defect state after irradiation. 

Furthermore, according to the study conducted by Cabral-Prieto et al, concentration of defect 

increases at crystallization temperature. In present study, average free volume per atom was 

higher for the sample irradiated at higher laser scanning speed. As a result, concentration of 

defect was expected to be higher at crystallization temperature during DSC analysis. This caused 

crystallization process easier to occur. Therefore, activation energy was reduced, resulting in a 

drop in crystallization temperature. 

Two types of relaxation process are known for amorphous system: Topological Short 

Range Ordering (TSRO) and Compositional Short Range Ordering (CSRO). Unlike CSRO, 

TSRO concerns relative position of the atoms, regardless their chemical composition. So, this is a 

direct result of change in free volume, while CSRO can be obtained from change in viscosity. 

Change in area under depression/peak in DSC plot is attributed to change in free volume, where 

CSRO has little effect than TSRO. Change in enthalpy was prominent in the obtained DSC result. 

Therefore, it can be deduced that relaxation process was mostly associated with TSRO in the 

irradiated samples. 

5.4. Thermal embrittlement 

Figure 13 shows stress-strain relationship for as-received and laser irradiated ribbons. Linear 

relation between stress and strain was observed for all the cases. Despite the fact that all the 
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ribbons showed brittle failure, the area under the stress-strain curve was different for laser 

irradiated samples, indicating thermal embrittlement due to laser irradiation. Figure 14 shows 

change in fracture stress and strain after irradiation. Significant reduction was observed in both 

cases with decrease in laser scanning speed. Reduction in fracture strength (Fig 14a) and strain 

(Fig 14b) for 500 mm/s was more than 50%, indicating significant embrittlement upon laser 

irradiation. Several explanations associated with thermal embrittlement of amorphous alloy have 

been reported till to date. Each explanation was studied and best answer for the present case was 

chosen through process of elimination. 

 

Figure 13: Stress-strain curve for the ribbons 
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Figure 14: Thermal embrittlement of irradiated samples 
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Thermal embrittlement is greatly influenced by crystal formation. It was found through 

previous study
 
[29]

 
that free volume is maximum at the time of crystallization, associated with 

large atomic movement. This large atomic movement and associated change in free volume can 

play significant role in thermal embrittlement. Furthermore, formation of new crystalline phase 

may induce embrittlement of the ribbon. It was reported that formation of α-Fe upon 

crystallization is responsible for embrittlement of Fe-Si-B system [45]. But this was the least 

expected case to happen in the present study, since no clear sign of crystal formation was 

observed from SEM and XRD pattern analyses for laser irradiated ribbon. This led towards 

cancelling out the possibility of crystal formation and embrittlement associated with it. 

Thermal embrittlement for amorphous structure can also be associated with separation of 

two amorphous phases. This phenomenon was revealed through small angle X-ray scattering for 

Fe-based amorphous systems [65, 66]. It is worthwhile to analyze this case for present study since 

no crystallographic peak was observed in the XRD patterns for laser irradiated ribbons (Fig 7). 

Phase separation is enhanced in the presence of phosphorous or boron elements [67]. In an Fe-Ni-

B system
 
[65], it was reported that upon annealing, two amorphous phases were formed, a-

(Fe,Ni,B) and a-(FeNi)3B. The boron-rich phase appeared to be brittle enough to make the whole 

system brittle. Minimum volume fraction of the boron-rich phase for inducing embrittlement was 

reported to be 30%. Even though Boron was one of the constituent elements in the present study, 

this case was unlikely to happen. In the reported study, Boron content was significantly higher 

than the present alloy. While 20% of Boron was present in the reported alloy, present alloy 

contained only 1-5% of Boron. This made the formation of Boron rich phase required for 

embrittlement more difficult. Furthermore, the phenomenon of segregation of amorphous phases 

varies widely from alloy to alloy. Thermal embrittlement of Fe79.3B16.4Si4C0.3 amorphous alloy 

was reported not because of phase separation [68], even though Boron content was high. Electron 

density fluctuation obtained from small angle X-ray scattering was not significant enough to 
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identify existence of different amorphous phase at a temperature below crystallization point. 

Another study by Fish and Child [69] on annealed Fe-B amorphous alloy did not clearly reveal 

phase separation. Based on these arguments, phase separation was unlikely to happen for present 

study. 

As mentioned earlier, the heat source used in the present study had Gaussian distribution 

in nature. As a result, spatial distribution of heat flux was observed across the laser track (Fig 

18a). This led towards different thermal expansion in the spatial direction. Difference in thermal 

expansion had been reported responsible for thermal embrittlement in Fe-based amorphous 

ribbons [70]. According to Kumar et al, HREM image analysis revealed BCC type local short 

range ordering embedded in an amorphous matrix for Fe78-xNixSi10B12 amorphous ribbon. 

Thermal expansion coefficient of these two regions was different. So, upon annealing, these two 

regions experienced different thermal expansion and thermal stress. During cooling this led 

towards residual stress and caused embrittlement if the stress was higher than critical fracture 

stress. Since presence of BCC cluster is a sign of inhomogeneity, thermal embrittlement was 

reported as a result of stress caused by structural, compositional or other kind of inhomogeneities. 

As HREM image was not available for present study, presence of BCC type clusters could not be 

revealed. But difference in thermal expansion was evident from thermal simulation (Fig 18). In 

addition to difference in thermal expansion, short range ordering of Fe-Si-B systems upon 

annealing was reported to be responsible for embrittlement by other researchers [20, 71]. This 

short range ordering was associated with densification and loss of quenched-in free volume 

during annealing. Composition of the reported alloy systems was similar to the present alloy 

system. Furthermore, TSRO was evident from heat flow analysis revealed by change in enthalpy. 

This emphasizes the possibility of thermal embrittlement for present alloy by SRO. A positive 

correlation was found between developed thermal stress and change in free volume (see section 
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5.6). So, based on the above discussions, it can be stated that short range ordering was responsible 

for early failure under tensile load in the present study. 

5.5. Microhardness 

Figure 15 shows microhardness variation for as-received and laser irradiated samples over 1400 

micron span for each specimen. Since the width of the laser track was smaller (600 micron) than 

the selected span, each plot for laser irradiated sample (15b, 15c and 15d) fully covered heat 

treated area and some part of untreated area. Before doing any analysis on microhardness 

variation, indent depth to sample thickness ratio was calculated to check the effect of substrate. 

For Vickers Microhardness test, indent depth is assumed to be 1/7 of the diagonal length of the 

indent. The diagonal length is measured from the following equation [72]: 

          
 

                                                                                                  (10) 

Here, VHN is the Hv value obtained from Fig 15, F is the indent load in kgf and d is the 

mean diagonal indent length in millimeter. Indent depth was measured from d and indent depth to 

sample thickness ration was found to be 15 for all the cases (Fig 15a-d). Therefore, measured 

microhardness values were free from any substrate effect. Table 4 summarizes the result from 

Fig. 15. In the table, the unit of microhardness is converted into GPa in order to compare it with 

the work done by other researchers. Microhardness for as-received alloy was found to be as high 

as 8.58 GPa, which stayed close to the result (8.6 GPa) obtained by Cabral-Prieto et al. [29]. 

Microhardness for laser irradiated ribbons was found to be very close to that of as-received 

ribbon. Only 5% increase was observed for 500 mm/s, where as 4% increase in microhardness 

was observed for 600 mm/s. In their study, Cabral-Prieto et al conducted annealing of Metglas 

2605SA1 alloy over a wide range of temperature through furnace heating and analyzed the results 

obtained from microhardness and Mössbauer Spectroscopy (MS). Microhardness was reported as 

high as 12 GPa for the sample annealed at 100 °C for 20 minutes, followed by a decrease. This 
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decreasing trend was observed up to annealing temperature of 360 °C, where the microhardness 

was minimum (around 8.5 GPa). Reported microhardness at 360 °C was very close to that of as-

received ribbon. After that, Hv values started to increase again with annealing temperature and 

this trend followed till glass transition temperature was achieved. They reported that the 

minimum value of microhardness for annealed ribbon did not occur for crystallization, since the 

temperature was significantly below the crystallization point. Reported MS study showed 

variation in magnetic domain orientation with thermal treatment, revealed by change in the line-

area ratio in their MS plot. Line-area ratio for unheated ribbon and ribbon annealed at 360 °C was 

found to be very close to each other (2.72 for unheated and 2.70 for annealed ribbon), suggesting 

that magnetic domain orientation for these two conditions was similar. So, they explained the 

similarity in microhardness for these two conditions was mainly due to similarities in magnetic 

domain orientation. 

In order to relate present study with the one obtained by Cabral-Prieto et al., 

determination of temperature during irradiation was necessary. Figure 16 illustrates spatial 

distribution of temperature across the laser track, obtained from thermal simulation. Temperature 

rise because of laser irradiation stayed within the range of temperature reported by Cabral-Prieto 

et al. While their reported minimum microhardness was obtained at 360 °C, temperature during 

laser irradiation in present study stayed between 325 °C to 360 °C. So, temperature range and 

microhardness value came with good agreement with the reported value. Therefore, the similarity 

in microhardness between laser irradiated and as-received sample was mainly due to similarity in 

magnetic domain orientation between the two sample types. The slight increase in microhardness 

for the samples irradiated with 500 and 600 mm/s laser scanning speed was possibly because of 

change in free volume occurred during irradiation. 
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Figure 15: Variation of microhardness over a 1400 micron span 
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Table 4: Summary of microhardness result 

Condition Vickers number Microhardness in GPa 

As-received 810-875 7.94-8.58 

500 mm/s 850-920 8.33-9.02 

600 mm/s 830-910 8.14-8.92 

700 mm/s 830-885 8.14-8.68 

 

 

Figure 16: Temperature distribution during irradiation. 
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vertical deformation for buckling was around 5 μm from the mean surface level. Temperature 

variation for different laser scanning speed did not vary to a great extent (30 °C between the 

highest and lowest speed), resulting in similar vertical deformations for all the cases. While 

buckling for 500 and 600 mm/s was uniform along the laser track (Fig 17b and 17c), buckling for 

700 mm/s was not uniform (Fig 17d). One possible reason is due to high scanning speed, heat 

transfer between heat source and the sample was not uniform at 700 mm/s. As a result, buckling 

was not completely developed in this case. Buckling occurred toward the heat source for 500 and 

700 mm/s (Fig 17b and 17d). For 600 mm/s, buckling occurred away from the heat source (Fig 

17c). Bending direction can be influenced by pre-bending condition, pre-existing residual stresses 

or counter bending due to thermal gradient [39]. Some laser tracks in 600 mm/s also showed 

upward bending (not shown in the figure). Buckling mechanism will be explained in the 

following section with the help of thermal history obtained from simulation. 

 

Figure 17: Variation in surface profile 
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As mentioned earlier, the heat source used in the present study had Gaussian distribution. 

So, laser intensity was maximum at the center of heat source and exponentially decayed towards 

the periphery. Similar distribution in the heat flux across the laser track is observed in Fig 18a. 

Since similar distribution was observed for all laser scanning speeds, result for 500 mm/s 

scanning speed is shown here for illustration purpose. Heat flux is showing normal distribution 

with 120 W/mm
2
 in the middle. Similar pattern was found in the spatial temperature profile. A 2D 

image of temperature profile at the surface for sample irradiated with 500 mm/s scanning speed is 

illustrated in Fig 18b. The trailing effect represents the motion of heat source. From Fig 18b, it is 

clear that different areas in the heat affected zone experienced different temperatures. As a result, 

thermal expansion of these areas was different. Temperature was highest at the center, 

corresponding thermal expansion was maximum. During heating, all the areas experienced 

thermal expansion, so corresponding thermal strain and stress were tensile in nature. Figure 19 

shows time dependent thermal stress at a point which is directly under the center of the heat 

source. Thermal stress is calculated from the following equation: 

         
 αΔ 

   
                                                                                                  (11) 

Here, E is defined as modulus of elasticity, α as thermal expansion coefficient, ∆T as 

change in temperature, and ν as Poisson's ratio. Since all the parameters in equation 11 are 

constant except thermal gradient, thermal stress is proportional to the thermal gradient. This 

resulted in an increase in thermal stress with decrease in laser scanning speed, since temperature 

was higher at lower speed. During heating, thermal gradient was positive. So, corresponding 

thermal stress was tensile. Tensile stress was maximum when heat source was about to leave the 

point. After that, rapid cooling began, resulting in decrease in thermal gradient. As ∆T 

approached to zero, thermal stress was reduced to zero. Since no other load was applied to the 

system, this thermal stress was responsible for buckling.  
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Figure 18: Thermal profile for 500 mm/s obtained from simulation. 
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Figure 19: Time dependent thermal stress in the middle of laser track 
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was higher at lower scanning speed. As the atoms experienced higher amount of thermal stress at 

lower scanning speed (Fig 19), the ribbon became prone to distortion. From heat flow analysis, it 

was revealed that change in free volume and resulting relaxation was higher at lower laser 

scanning speed. So, it appeared that relaxation induced by laser irradiation was also accompanied 

by structural distortion and these could be controlled by changing laser scanning speed, while 

keeping other parameters constant. 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Distortion angle measurement for different scanning speed. 
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Figure 21: Variation in distortion angle with scanning speed. 
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Figure 22: Heating and cooling rate variation with scanning speed. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

Fe85-95Si5-10B1-5 amorphous ribbon was irradiated with continuous wave laser with three different 

scanning speeds, keeping other process parameters constant. Structural relaxation was analyzed 

and it's correlation with laser scanning speed was evaluated. Tensile strength, microhardness and 

surface deformation were also measured and their relation with laser scanning speed was 

investigated. A thermal model was developed in order to assist these observations. Based on the 

findings, following conclusions can be drawn: 

 No clear sign of crystal formation was obtained from XRD pattern and SEM image 

analyses. This was further supported by thermal simulation, where temperature rise 

during laser irradiation was found below crystallization point. 

 Laser irradiation caused significant thermal embrittlement. Reduction in fracture stress 

and strain for the sample irradiated with 500 mm/s laser scanning speed was more than 

50%, comparing with as-received sample. This embrittlement was associated with atomic 

short range ordering, enhanced at lower scanning speed with greater atomic mobility. 
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 DSC result revealed structural relaxation by showing change in crystallization enthalpy 

with laser scanning speed. Reduction in enthalpy was 12% for 500 mm/s and increased 

with laser scanning speed. Change in enthalpy was associated with

free volume change during crystallization, affected by laser heating. The increasing 

nature of reduction in crystallization enthalpy with laser scanning speed indicated that 

higher change in free volume occurred at low scanning speed during irradiation.

 Similarity in microhardness between as-received and laser irradiated ribbons was mainly 

due to similarity in magnetic field orientation between them. However, microhardness for 

500 mm/s was found 5% higher than as-received state, possibly because of change in free 

volume revealed in heat flow analysis. 

 Higher heating/cooling rate and surface distortion were the two consequences of site-

specific heating by laser. Amount of distortion was found positively related with 

temperature. Change in free volume was enhanced at lower heating rate because of 

increase in relaxation time.  
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